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RVM Launches Cleveland Review Center
NEW YORK, September 10, 2015 – RVM Enterprises, Inc. has expanded its presence in Cleveland,
Ohio, opening a state-of-the-art Managed Document Review Center. With its long history of serving
a diverse corporate clientele with expansive global operations and eDiscovery demands, RVM
remains dedicated to innovation to address the ever-changing business models in today’s legal and
corporate environments.
“RVM has had tremendous success around its structured review offering. The marriage of analytics
and RVM’s Managed Document Review services provide extraordinary value for RVM’s clients,”
said Vinnie Brunetti, CEO of RVM Enterprises, Inc. “The expansion of the attorney review space in
Cleveland will allow RVM to better serve its clients by offering an alternative pricing model as well
as much needed expanded capacity.”
RVM recently widened its US presence to cover the nation by opening its Los Angeles office
complete with a forensics lab, technical personnel, project management, and an attorney document
review center. RVM’s expanded presence in Cleveland will help serve the growing demands of its
clients. Its state-of-the-art Cleveland Review Center can presently accommodate 50 attorneys. RVM
has had tremendous demand for document review services and is poised to double that space very
soon.
RVM’s extraordinary growth has been recognized by many organizations. It has been ranked on the
Inc. 500|5000 for five consecutive years and has been recognized by the WPO as one of the 50 fastest
growing women-led businesses around the globe.
“As RVM continues grow, I stand by its reputation of providing exemplary customer service,” said
Vinnie Brunetti, CEO of RVM Enterprises, Inc. “The expansion of our Cleveland office will enable
RVM to consistently provide the first class level of service RVM clients have come to expect around
the country.” Mr. Brunetti added, “RVM has been extremely successful with the expansion of its
Managed Review division in New York and Los Angeles and I’m happy that we continue to bring our
experienced team to the new state-of-the-art review center in Cleveland.”
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About RVM
RVM provides eDiscovery services and data solutions and is headquartered in New York, with offices
in Chicago, Cleveland and Los Angeles. Its experienced professionals can assist around the world,
across industries and in both the private and public sectors.
RVM’s services include Forensic Data Collection, Data Processing and Production, Data Hosting,
Advanced Data Analytics, eDiscovery Strategic Consulting, Information Governance Consulting,
Litigation Readiness, and Managed Document Review.
RVM has been ranked on the Inc. 500|5000 for the fifth consecutive year and has been recognized
by the WPO as one of the 50 fastest growing women-led businesses around the globe. RVM has a
strong commitment to diversity and inclusion and is proud of receiving certification as a women’s
business enterprise by the Women’s Business Enterprise National Council (WBENC).
For more information about RVM, please visit us at www.rvmediscovery.com
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